The situations dealt with in this chapter imply two reference points, the first one is the speech time, the second one is located in the past. As seen above (chapter 7), a temporal verb form in main clauses can orientate itself by the speech time only, but apart from this, the verb forms can orientate themselves by the speech time or by the second reference point in the past. According to rules 1 and 4, simultaneity with a reference point is incompatible with perfectivity, punctuality and telicness. The situation that is simultaneous with a reference point in the past can be actional or non-actional. In the former case and with orientation by the second reference point, the verb form that expresses it must be specified as imperfective (if aspectual) or simultaneous (if temporal), in the latter case as non-aspectual or simultaneous. When orientated by the speech time, the verb form is specified as anterior and imperfective or as simply anterior respectively.
12.1
Simple Simultaneity
Main Clauses
The informants were asked in German or English: What were you / was he doing at that moment / at six o'clock? In the answers kān ʿamyiqtul and, with states, kān ap were used. When kān ʿamyiqtul is combined with punctuality, the resulting sentence is either ungrammatical (type ii):
a. *kint ʿamlǟʾi bêt '*I was finding a house.'
b. *kǟn ʿamyūṣal ʿala l-qāhira '*He was arriving at Cairo' The same holds true for telic situations:
e. kint ʿambidfun kalbi 'I was just interring my dog.' (telic > atelic)
The other actional categories remain unchanged: atelic f. kint ʿambitmašša bil-madīni 'I was just having a walk in the town.' g. ṣārit fi ḥarb kamǟn b-libnǟn, kǟn ʿamyištiġil w žarraḥu l-ʾannǟṣ1 'There was war again in Lebanon. He was working and a marksman injured him.'
